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Abstract 
High-accuracy solution in structural analysis is normally required in some pre-known domains (regions of structure with the risk 
of significant stresses that could potentially lead to the destruction, regions subjected to specific operational requirements). This 
paper is devoted to wavelet-based discrete-continual finite element method (DCFEM) of local analysis of deep beams with 
piecewise constant physical and geometrical parameters in so-called “basic” direction. Initial discrete-continual operational 
formulation and corresponding formulation with the use of wavelet basis are presented. Due to special algorithms of averaging 
within multigrid approach, reduction of the problem is provided. Resultant multipoint boundary problem for system of ordinary 
differential equations is given. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.  
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1. Initial operational formulation of multipoint boundary problem 
Let 2x  be “basic” direction” while physical and geometrical parameters of structure can be changed arbitrarily 
along 1x . Operational formulation of corresponding resultant multipoint boundary problem of two-dimensional theory 
of elasticity at extended domain, embordering considering structure, within DCFEM [1] has the form: 
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:  is the domain, occupied by structure; ) ,( 21 xxx  ; 21  , xx  are coordinates ( 2x  corresponds to basic dimension); 
k
b
k nkx  ..., 1,=   ,,2  are coordinates of boundary cross-sections of structure (in particular, coordinates of cross-sections 
with discontinuities of the first kind of physical and geometrical parameters of structure; 1l  is the height of structure; 
2l  is the length of structure along basic dimension, ] ,0[ 22 lx  ; 1 ..., 1,=   , : kk nk  are corresponding fragments of 
domain :  with boundaries k* , obtained by separation from domain :  by cross-sections 
b
kxx ,22   and 
b
kxx 1,22  ; 
1 ..., 1,=   , kk nkZ  are extended domains, embordering fragments 1 ..., 1,=   , : kk nk ; ),( 21 xxkk TT   is the charac-
teristic function of domain k: ; ),( 21,, xxkk **  GG  is the delta-function of border kk :w * ; 
T
kkk nnn ]    [ ,2,1  is unit 
normal vector of domain boundary kk :w * ; 1 ..., 1,=   , kk nku  is the unknown vector of displacements in domain 
k: ; 1 ..., 2,=  ,
~ ,~  kkk nkBB , 

1
~B , 
kn
B~  are matrices (operators) of boundary conditions of the fourth order ( 2x -inde-
pendent); 1 ..., 2,=   ,~ ,~  kkk nkgg , 

1
~g , 
kn
g~  are right-side vectors of boundary conditions of the fourth order ( 2x -in-
dependent); kF
~  is the right-side vector in domain k: ; kF  is the vector of body forces in domain k: ; kf  is the 
boundary traction vector in domain k: ; kO , kP  are Lame coefficients of material in domain k: ; kC  is the matrix 
of elastic parameters of the supports (if any); ikc ,  is the coefficient of resistance in the direction of the axis iOx ; 
2 ,1  ,/  ,/  ww www w  kxx kkkk ;   kkk uuv c w 2 ;  kk vv 2w c . 
 
2. Discrete-continual formulation of multipoint boundary problem 
 
DCFEM presupposes finite element approximation of extended domain along direction of structure perpendicular 
to the basic direction, while along basic direction problem remain continual (thus extended domain is divided into 
discrete-continual finite elements). Resulting multipoint boundary problem for the first-order system of ordinary dif-
ferential equations with piecewise-constant coefficients within DCFEM [1, 2, 4] has the form: 
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where 1 ..., 2, 1,  ,  kk nkA  are matrices of constant coefficients of order Nn 4 ; 1 ..., 2, 1,  ,  kk nkf  are vectors 
of size Nn 4 ; 1N  is the number of elements along 1x ; 
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3. Algorithms of fast direct and inverse discrete Haar transforms. Averaging.  
 
Let us consider the one-dimensional region } 0  : {~ 111 lxx dd Z , where 1x  is coordinate, 1 0, l  are lower and upper 
limits of interval. Let us divide Z~  into )1( n  equal parts, where Mn 2 , M  is the number of levels in the Haar 
basis [2, 3, 4, 6]. We have the following formulas for coordinates of mesh nodes: 
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Haar mesh functions p
p
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where pN  is the number of Haar functions at level p . Let )(if  be an arbitrary mesh function. Therefor we have 
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where MpNjv p
p
j  ..., 1, ,0  , ..., 2, ,1  ,    are Haar expansion coefficients. 
Algorithm of fast direct discrete Haar transform is described below. 
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where MpNju p
p
j  ..., 1, ,0  , ..., 2, ,1  ,    are auxiliary quantities. 
Algorithm of fast inverse Haar transform is described below. 
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Fig. 1. Discrete Haar functions for one-dimensional problems. 
In many cases it is not necessary to obtain global solution in the domain. Local solution for several prescribed 
subdomains is normally required. If complete solution is not required we can reduce the number of unknowns without 
significant loss of accuracy or with a small error in local solutions. It is reasonable to eliminate unknown expansion 
coefficients of the basis functions with supports substantially distant from the considering area [2, 3, 5].  
Algorithm of averaging in one-dimensional case is described below. Let us assume that it is necessary to make 
averaging at some level number q . For all qp  ..., 1, ,0 ,  pNj ...,2,,1  we suppose 
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Then it can be checked that final formulas of averaging have the form 
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4. Wavelet-based discrete-continual formulation of multipoint boundary problem for local analysis 
 
Let kQ  be transition matrix consisting from Haar basis vectors [2, 4], located in columns; bQ  be block matrix; 12P  
be permutation matrix, 
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It is obvious that we can write that ( E  is identity matrix of corresponding order) 
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Then, obviously, we can provide the appropriate expression for defining the functional as follows: 
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After reduction and transformations [2, 4] we get reduced resulting multipoint boundary problem for the first-order 
system of ordinary differential equations with piecewise-constant coefficients within wavelet-based DCFEM: 
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5. Method of analytical solution of multipoint boundary problems of structural analysis for systems of ordinary 
differential equations with piecewise constant coefficients 
 
Solution of multipoint boundary problems of global and local structural analysis is accentuated by numerous factors 
(boundary effects (stiff systems); considerable number of differential equations (several thousands); opposite signs of 
eigenvalues of matrices of coefficients; nondiagonal Jordan matrices). Special method of analytical solution of mul-
tipoint boundary problems for systems of ordinary differential equations with piecewise constant coefficients in struc-
tural analysis has been developed [5]. Not only does it overcome all difficulties mentioned above but its major pecu-
liarities include universality, computer-oriented algorithm, computational stability, optimal conditionality of resultant 
systems and partial Jordan decomposition of matrix of coefficient, eliminating necessity of calculation of root vectors. 
 
6. Software 
    Discrete-continual finite element for analysis of two-dimensional structures with piecewise constant physical and 
geometrical parameters in one direction, considering in the distinctive paper, has been realized in software 
DCFEM2Dpc. Programming environment is Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 Professional and Intel Parallel Studio XE 
2013 (Intel Visual Fortran Composer XE 2013). Program is designed for Microsoft Windows 7/8/8.1. Test, model and 
practically important problems of structural analysis have been solved with the use of DCFEM2Dpc. 
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